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tomizo and tokujiro
cormons
the first japanese mormons
shinji takagi

in august 1901
igol heber J grant and his companions arrived in japan to
proselyte
open the first permanent mission in asia and begin their difficult proselyt
ing labors among the japanese 1 it took them almost seven long months
to claim the first fruit of their labors on march 8 1902 on the shore of
omori in tokyo bay hajime nakazawa a professed shinto priest was baptized confirmed and ordained an elder this event was symbolic indeed
for one thing nakazawa was presumably affiliated with a religious sect
whose roots went back to the ancient indigenous religion of japan 2 for
another more interestingly the name hajime signifies beginning or
first in japanese
although the baptism of hajime nakazawa undoubtedly is the first of
the missionary fruits to be claimed in japan it hardly represents the first
fruit of the church among the japanese frequent contacts between the
cormons prior to the opening of the mission in japan in
japanese and the mormons
igol are well documented following the completion of the transcontinen1901
tal railroad in 1869 ogden utah became an important railroad junction
where just about every japanese traveler stopped on his way to much ofthe
odthe
of the
united states and europe 3 some even stayed in utah and its surrounding
regions 4 contacts were also made in hawaii where following the beginning of large scale japanese emigration in 1885 5 frequent contacts were
reported in laie and other places some of the japanese people so concormons well before 1901 6
tacted affiliated themselves with the mormons
this paper will tell the stories of two such people tomizo katsunuma
1863 1950 and tokujiro sato ca 1851 1919 both were born in japan during the final days of the tokugawa or edo period 1603 18687 and came in
the latter half of the nineteenth century to what is now part of the united
states tomizo received the best education available in japan became a veteri
erinarian came to the united states in part to pursue further studies in
veterinary science and spent most of his life as a united states immigration
officer veterinarian and prominent citizen in hawaii in contrast tokujiro
had little formal education came to hawaii at a young age as a contractual
immigrant worker married a native hawaiian and earned his living as a carpenter butcher cook and taro farmer the purpose of this article is to cast
their lives against the economic political and social conditions of their day
and to appreciate their struggles as pioneers in a strange land
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tomizo katsunuma
8
L
clissold8
clissolde
edward
clissold
1937
began his summary of notable events
in the ministry of the church among
the japanese people of hawaii in

in

these words
any story of the japanese members
of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints in
m the hawaiian islands
should begin with the arrival in hawaii
in 1898
898 of dr T katsunuma a then
recent graduate of the utah state agri
cultural college sic and a member of
the church holding the office of a pries
priestt
in the aaronic priesthood 9

U

tomizo katsunuma was a prominent
tomizo katsun
katsunuma 1863 1950
datsun
and respected man of some influence
in the japanese and non japanese
communities of hawaii during the first half of the twentieth century when
the japanese constituted about 40 percent ofthe
odthe
of the total population 10
tomizo who was a veterinarian by training and practice worked for
the united states government as an immigration inspector in honolulu
from 1898 to 1924 because of this role and because he was responsible for
initiating the emigration of japanese to hawaii from his home prefecture
fukushima
of Fuku
shirnal he was honored as the father of immigrants among mor
churche first documented
mons in hawaii he was respected as one of the churchs
members of japanese ancestry
early years in japan tomizo katsunuma was born on october 6 in
the third year of bunkyu
yunkyu or november 16 1863
1863n in the castle town of
banchu now fukushima prefecture he was the third son and
miharu banshu
Naochika katogi
fourth child of
ofnaochika
katagi 12 a samurai of the miharu clan and his
naochika
wife yo or yoko 13 after studying the chinese classics at the clan school
he entered an elementary school in miharu where he was in the first
graduating class under the new educational system of the meiji period
1868 1912 14 he then went on to study chinese books and western learning at a newly opened middle school in miharu until 1878 when at the age
of fifteen he was enrolled in the sendal foreign language school in the
principal city of sendal where he studied english reading and writing
tornizo moved to tokyo and entered the preparatory school
tomizo
in 1880 tornino
of the university of tokyo in hitotsubashi there he completed three
years of study in liberal arts 15 however he gave up the idea of pursuing a
higher education because of a lack of funds after returning home he took
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a job for meager pay at a silk reeling factory then as the principal ofan
of an eleafan
michiwatashi for a monthly wage of ten
mentary school in the village of Mic
yen when a middle school was opened in the village of tatsuta he was
appointed as assistant professor to teach english

hiwatashi

this area of the country tamura county

was a breeding center for
horses and a need was felt to train a resident veterinarian with county funds
in 1885 tomizo was requested by the county commissioner to attend the
16
for a monthly allowance of fifteen yen
tokyo school of ofveterinary
veterinary science16
science
he subsequently transferred to the department of veterinary science at the
imperial college of agriculture in komaba
kocaba and upon graduation in 1888
was appointed assistant researcher at the school
i88os there was a sort of emiarrival in the united states in the late 188os
gration fervor in japan in part this reflected the depressed state of the
economy following the satsuma rebellion armed uprisings carried out
odthe
of the satsuma clan of
by former samurai ofthe
of1877
1877 and the inflationary consequence of offinancing
financing the war the meiji government began to pursue a deflai88os under the leadership of finance minister
tionary policy in the early 188os
masayoshi matsukata the agrarian distress created by the deflationary
policy of the 188os
i88os was so severe that the government changed its previously cautious attitude towards emigration and instituted a program of
supervised emigration to hawaii in 1885 17 at the same time the chinese
exclusion act of 1882 which halted the immigration of chinese laborers
had created a demand for japanese workers in the united states in this
atmosphere tomizo determined to look for a chance to emigrate
the chance came rather quickly upon hearing that one of his elder
brothers shigenori was going to the united states to survey the electric
power industry tomizo decided to go along on april 25 1889 the two
dream filled brothers departed in a steamboat for america leaving behind
a meiji japan agitated over the establishment of the national diet tomizo
was twentyfive
twenty five years old and had been married to mine endo18
endo18 for less
then a month the wedding having taken place on march 30 according to
his biographer mine nevertheless encouraged his decision allowing her
husband to move ahead in pursuit of his purpose and dream 19
on may 10
1889 the two brothers arrived in san francisco after staylo
101889
ing with tomizo for several days shigenori traveled on the transcontinental railroad to observe electricity related enterprises in the east and
remained in the united states until january 189
18900 20 being left alone
tomizo stayed in the vicinity of san francisco visiting the ranches in the
surrounding communities with the help of sutemi chinda the japanese
consul in san francisco 21 he subsequently engaged in raising sheep and
cattle at a large scale vineyard managed by a japanese man by the name of
nagasawa in santa rosa california 22
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in those days there was an association of japanese in san francisco
called the patriotic league whose principal members included the
founder yoshizo kasuya later the speaker of the house of representatives and others who would also become prominent in japanese politics
188os japan was swept by a nationwide popular political movement
in the i88os
called the popular rights movement in which certain dissatisfied elements
of society were demanding a reform of the meiji government along western democratic lines the government dealt forcefully with the movement
imprisoning many of its leaders and executing a few the patriotic league
was initially organized in january 1888 by dissident leaders who had fled
the country although it is not clear how much of that political zeal
remained once the meiji constitution with a nominal democracy was
promulgated in 1889 under these circumstances tomizo was invited to
join the league became involved in its work and participated in political
discussions with his compatriots
mormons
tomazos
encounter with the cormons
Mormons Tomi
tomizos
zos introduction to mormonism
came as a direct consequence ochis
of his connection with the patriotic league in
ofhis
the early i89os
189os members of the league established the business of providing mail handling remittance translation letter writing and other services
to japanese immigrant workers 23 the first subcontractor was a man by the
name of Tadashichi
sadashichi tanaka who set up his office in 1891 in nampa idaho
tadashichi
and staffed it with student laborers from san francisco one of the student
laborers supplied by the patriotic league tomizo worked in Ta
banakas
tanakds
tanakas
nakas idaho
office as his righthand
right hand man As tanaka had earlier managed a house of ill
repute in the railroad town of ogden utah it is possible that tomizo first
went to utah in 1890 before moving to nampa in 1891 24
tomazos
Tomi
tomizos
zos business and other activities in the early 18gos
189 os must have
taken him to places in idaho utah and other western states and territories in 1891 another brother shutaro came to the united states to study
dairy farming at the agricultural college of utah now utah state university during his studies shutaro made trips to salt lake city to conduct
experiments in sericulture 25 almost certainly accompanied by tomizo
although it is not known how tomizo ended up in logan utah where he
would be baptized into the church it is likely that his departure from
idaho was triggered by Ta nakas dismissal as the field agent in spring 1893
on charges that wages withheld from the workers on the oregon short line
handled 26 the decision to relocate in logan may have been a
were mis
mishandled
joint decision with his brother shutaro stayed in the idaho utah area from
1891 to about 1895 27
while in logan tomizo first entered brigham young college a mormon academy and completed a course in theology probably religious
education his enrollment at brigham young college may have been
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inspired by his desire to study mormonism or may have been only a precursor in terms of mastering the english language to his studies in veterinary
medicine at the agricultural college the registrars office at utah state
university has records of tomizo s enrollment for the academic years 1895
and 1896 it is not clear therefore if he actually graduated from a degree
granting program according to his biographer however he completed the
course of study in agriculture in three years upon which he became an
assistant for a dr fischer a german professor in veterinary science 28
cormons
Mormons
while in logan tomizo naturally had frequent contacts with mormons
prominent among whom was carl christian amussen a wealthy danish
convert to the church and the father with his third wife barbara
mcisaac smith of flora amussen the wife of ezra tart
taff
taft
tait benson the thirteenth president of the church after retiring from his successful jewelry
business in salt lake city amussen was living in a two story french
style villa in logan with marble fireplaces a great winding stairway in
solid mahogany with turned balustrades two grand porticos one facing
21
each street a steam heating plant and modern plumbing 29
his initial
contact with tomizo was likely related to the fact that amussen was a
ochis
his white arabian horses it may be recalled
horseman who was proud ofhis
of
that even before coming to logan tomizo was a veterinarian skilled in
the handling of horses
As amussen was a wealthy man he spent his winters in santa barbara or the monterey peninsula in california during those winter
months according to the amussen family historian he entrusted his
house to a japanese student by the name of katsunuma before he left
logan the japanese friend had been converted to the church typifying
and exemplifying the missionary zeal which characterized the entire life of
his conversion until the day ofhis
of
ochis
ochis
carl christian amussen from the time ofhis
of his
10
death 30
tomizo was baptized by guy W thatcher and confirmed a member of the church by joseph E lewis on august 8 1895 he was subse31
quently ordained a deacon by R M lewis on january 251896
it was also
1896
25
during his logan years that tomizo became a naturalized US citizen
citizenship was possibly granted in recognition of his service in the utah
32
guard32
and in 1896 cast his first vote for democratic presidennational guard
tial candidate william jennings bryan
relocation in hawaii in 1894 the japanese government terminated
its program of supervised emigration to hawaii 33 in response there was
a rise of private emigration companies that recruited laborers for profits
in 1898 for example there were nine such companies which shipped
34
12293 laborers abroad mostly to sugar plantations in hawaii while in
utah tomizo was recruited by one of those companies the hiroshima

emigration company
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standing relationship with the patriotic league and hired some of
longstanding
long
tautau sugawara a prominent
the league members as its executives tsutau
member of the patriotic league was one of them and he had set up an
office in honolulu in 1895 35 the recruitment of tomizo may have been
usaburo matsuoka tomizo s office mate in
tatsusaburo
initiated more directly by Tats
nampa who also became an executive of the hiroshima emigration
company upon his return to japan in 1897 accepting the hiroshima
companys
anyss offer tomizo left utah for the pacific and arrived in honolulu
companas
company
comp
on january 15
189 8
151898
however tomizo s involvement with the hiroshima emigration company was apparently brief because in the early spring of the same year he
made his first trip home under contract with the kumamoto emigration
31
company 36
until that time most of the immigrants to hawaii had come
from the regions in western japan including kumamoto fukuoka
yamaguchi and hiroshima the kumamoto emigration company was the
first of the major emigration companies to pay attention to the tohoku
tohoru
region and the charge given to tomizo was to recruit immigrants from
that region including from his home prefecture of fukushima upon his
return home he gave stirring speeches in his tohoku
tohoru accent and inspired
many to emigrate to hawaii 37 tomizo returned to hawaii on july 26
1898
261898
accompanied by a group of about one hundred fukushima immigrants 38
obviously the highlight of his first trip home was the reunion with his
wife mine whom he had not seen for almost ten years he had not even
seen their son katsumi who was born in miharu following tomizo s
departure for the united states for a few months in the first half of 1898
they lived in a detached room in the eastern part of the endo house in their
hometown
home town of ofmiharu
miharu thus tomizo indisputably became the first japanese
mormon to live in japan 39 their union was not to be disrupted again by a
long absence soon after the birth odthe
of the second child kiyomi in january
ofthe
1899 the family traveled to hawaii to be with tomizo 40
life in hawaii upon his permanent settlement in hawaii tomizo
became an immigration officer of the US government given his earlier
connections with japanese emigration companies his US citizenship and
his ability to speak english though not without a strong accent must have
been important factors in this appointment as hawaii was being annexed
ochis
annexation
of his appointment the process of ofannexation
to the united states at the time ofhis
was completed in august 1898 and was to become a full territory of the
agoo
united states in june igoo
1900 with this changed status of hawaii the period
of contractual immigration ended only to be succeeded by a period of free
immigration A flood of ofjapanese
japanese immigrants continued to come and the US
oftomizo
government needed someone of
Tomizo s background to handle the arrival of
those immigrants which averaged about sixty per ship 41
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whenever a group of japanese immigrants arrived as an immigration
inspector for the US government tomizo took a launch with customs
officers to the ship which was temporarily anchored awaiting their arrival
the team would then make a preliminary check of passengers as the ship
was being docked along the pier things would generally move smoothly
for the first class passengers immigrants and other third class passengers
would be housed in the immigration department in order to go through
the necessary investigation tomizo worked in this capacity until june 30
1924 the day before the johnson reid immigration act which barred from
entry all aliens ineligible for citizenship took effect
during that period hardly a single japanese immigrant landed in
hawaii without being inspected by tomizo because of that status he was
well respected in the japanese community and many including those who
arrived as picture brides in other words women whose marriages to resident immigrants were arranged across the pacific through the exchange
of photographs came seeking his advice even on personal matters 42 he
was called doctor katsunumd
katsunuma or sometimes simply doctor in the
japanese community not because he had a doctorate which he did not
but out of respect for his professional training in veterinary medicine
which he continued to practice and which he continued to regard as his
true vocation in life 4 3
he was known for his sharp wit humor and jovial personality
according to historian yukiko kimura he was unconventional unpretentious and had an open and direct way of doing things
japanese residents of hawaii rural and urban accepted him with affection and respect
because ofthese
of these characteristics 44 yasutaro soga a friend and a prominent
figure in the japanese community of hawaii wrote
45
rokon
Roko
roko45
among us and
dr katsunuma who was always called roko4
dr party among the people was a popular figure in the society circles of
honolulu this was true not only among us the japanese but also among the
white chinese kanaka native hawaiian and portuguese peoples regardless orrace
ofrace
of race religion social status or age he would talk to any acquaintance he
might meet on the streets of ofhonolulu
honolulu with the same familiarity whenever 1I
was with him his conversation with an acquaintance would become so long
that 1I was sometimes distressed

like myself he did not drink much

at parties

however he was famous
for his japanese limerick which went something like it is human to have
sociats and other funcfacial pits horses dont have them at rotary club socials
tions he would make people burst into laughter by imitating a cock crow or
a horse laughter in this manner dr katsunuma was a unique personality
among us his associates in flawai06
hawaii 46

arriving immigrants were sometimes dumbfounded by the words that
came out of Tomizo s mouth which were spoken with a tohoru
tohoku accent and
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were full of humor and wit towards the immigrants from fukushima pre
fec
facture
fecture
ture his paternalistic feelings were sometimes manifested violently par
ticul arly when he was young his biographer cites one eyewitness account
ticularly
titularly
it the man was a matsumoto or something like that from adachi
county when we arrived at honolulu harbor mr katsunuma told us to
gather together so we all went upon the deck this man came up considerably late he was wearing an unlined summer kimono with splashed patterns
and walked up pattering his wooden clogs of medium height with a tobacco
case hanging do
down from his waist even we could tell that he was in trouble
Katsu nurna ran up to that man kicked him with the
furious with
ah anger mr katsunuma
shoe trampled on him two or three times when he fell yelling where do
you think you are you are a disgrace to fukushima

the biographer interpreted tomizo s behavior as

reflecting his constant
1147
47
ofyounger
younger immigrants 3147
passion for the improvement of
A community leader with no propensity for smoking or drinking
tomizo had as a favorite pastime reading and writing in 1907 when the
old and deteriorating japanese consulate building purchased by the first
consul in 1886 was put on sale tomizo purchased the building moved it
to metcalf street and upon renovation called it bashoan
bashian after his pen
name basho 48 he was often found reading a book in a wisteria chair on
the verandah of the house his writings reveal that he was an avid reader
41
knowledgeable about many things both east and west old and new 49
for
example he wrote on such diverse subjects as the japanese beetle tattoos
Mei setsu naito
and the contemporary japanese haiku poet meisetsu
writing almost became his profession with the printing press and
movable types that he had shipped from his brother in tokyo he upgraded
the yamato shinjun
shinbun a mimeographed newspaper with which he was associated from the earliest days to a printed daily paper in 1906 yasutaro
soga originally oftokyo
of tokyo was invited to become the president and editor
titie
tlde
tide was changed to the nippu
in chief and the title
nippa jiji later the name would
change again to the hawaii times tomizo supported the newspaper
company by serving as vice president and by frequently writing columns
that enjoyed wide readership and commanded considerable influence
among the japanese reading public tomizo obviously loved the newspaper business because he was engaged in it until just before his death
in describing tomizo s writing style soga expressed himself in these
words dr katsunuma had an inquisitive mind had passion for newspapers and had a first class style of his own when it came to writing his
tohoku accent even manifested itself in writing because Ve and Ti were
tohoru
reversed we were always troubled 50
A collection of tomizo s essays that appeared regularly in the sunday
columns of the nippu
nippa jiji from april 1922 to june 1924 was later published as
a book under the title ofkansho no shiborikasu strained lees ofsugarcanes
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with ten thousand copies printed by the nippu
nippa jiji company this three
Tomi zos witty character but
hundred page book not only is revealing of
oftomizos
tomazos
tomizos
is also a great source of information on the social history of japanese
immigrants in hawaii
tomizo often acted as an arbitrator in public or private disputes in
19001
1900 when a number of chinese workers were killed in a major collision
the japanese offenders were sentenced to death tomizo resolutely stood up
in their defense and eventually succeeded in reducing the sentence from
this time on tomizo became a great advocate of the japanese community
in hawaii in 1909 tomizo and his newspaper repeatedly demanded that
the working conditions of japanese plantation workers be improved and
they supported the strike of seven thousand plantation workers when an
incident of serious consequence occurred in the japanese community
tomizo was often called to intervene and find a peaceful settlement 51
for many years tomizo was a confidant of japanese consuls stationed
in honolulu when a japanese consul was preparing for the festivities of
the first emperors birthday to be held on november 331900
1900 after hawaii
had become a US territory he recognized the need to be sensitive and
requested that tomizo become a member of the planning committee
tomizo was also a charter and the first non caucasian member of the
rotary club of honolulu he was involved in many community functions
and activities including the management of the japanese hospital the
march 26
261922
1922 reunion of the first japanese immigrants called gan nen
52
12 and
descendants12
descendants52
mono and their descendants
the festivities held on february 881935
1935
in celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the commencement of the gov
ernment supervised program of emigration he had a close association
with both christian and buddhist leaders of the japanese community and
japanese dignitaries visiting hawaii often called on him
As a leader of the japanese community in hawaii tomizo twice represented the community in attending the imperial coronation ceremonies
in japan the first time was in september 1915 when tomizo made his
third trip home 53 leading a group of about fifty people before traveling
west to kyoto to attend the coronation of emperor taisho the group was
invited by marquis shigenobu okuma then prime minister of japan to
his residence in tokyo where tomizo is said to have mystified marquis
okuma by giving a formal reply which was both relevant and witty 544 the
second occasion was in 1928 when he made his fourth and last trip home
ofemperor showa or hirohito which was held
to attend the coronation of emperor
on november 13

early association with the church writing in

clissold
explained that when tomizo first arrived in hawaii almost forty years
earlier he attended services regularly at auwaiolimu in honolulu for
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several months As the services were held entirely in hawaiian however he
became discouraged and for many years attended church only at conference time during these periods of inactivity he continued to claim membership and never hesitated to admit that he was a mormon 55 the
festivities of the fiftieth anniversary celebration of the hawaiian mission
which were held in december 1900 might have been one of those occasions when tomizo attended church A picture taken on that occasion features tomizo with george Q cannon one of the first missionaries to
hawaii who returned to represent the first presidency 56
according to clissold tomizo also met with heber J grant then a
member of the quorum of the twelve
when president heber

J

grant passed through hawaii on his way to

preside over the japanese mission dr katsunuma met him and offered his
services as missionary for some reason he was not called to the mission field
and continued to live in hawaii as the only japanese member 57

the statement that elder grant passed through hawaii on his way to japan
incorrect as the empress ofindia
of india which carried the first misafindia
aries to japan in august 1901
sion
sionaries
igol did not visit honolulu 588 the timing of
tomizo s meeting with elder grant must have been in march 1902 when
the apostle did visit the hawaiian mission on his way back from japan to
attend the april general conference 59 whether tomizo at that time was the
only japanese member in hawaii as clissold says in his statement is also
subject to question 60
apparently elder grant and his companions knew about tomizo from
the earliest days of their mission in japan it is possible that they had heard
about him from george Q cannon while they were still in utah alma 0
of the first missionaries to japan writes that on august 19
ofthe
taylor one odthe
1901
191901
they received at their boarding house in yokohama a man by the name of
ushida who at one time went to school for about 4 months in the LDS
and was well acquainted with thomaz sic katsunuma who
college
now lives in honolulu HI and is a member of the church on the same
katagi the brother of
day the missionaries received a letter from mr katogi
who had been in salt lake city and appreciated the
T katsunuma
1161
mormons in helping him in the raising of siik
slik
silk
silk61
kindness of the cormons
shutaro
katogi
katagi who must have found out about the arrival of the mormon misaries by reading newspaper accounts invited elder grant to come to
sion
sionaries
see him in tokyo and offered some assistance to the church on august 25
shimpo came to interview the
the editors of the tokyo newspaper shakal chimpo
missionaries in yokohama as recorded in taylor s journal
is obviously

katogi with
they brought with them a letter of introduction from mr katagi
whom bro grant had become acquainted while in tokio a few days ago
if we would go to tokio that they wanted to
these gentlemen told us that ifwe
iffe
call a large meeting and give us the
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interpreter the japanese people they also said that the proprietor of their
paper mr oda told them that he would take great delight in introducing us
to the people of his country they also were the bearers of a message from
mr matsuoka
telling us that he would furnish us a house without charging rent ifwe
if we would only come to tokio 62
iffe

during his second trip home in 1904 tomizo himself sought out and
visited the mission home in tokyo taylor describes the visit
learned upon returning to headquarters that bro katsunuma from
ath of april 1904
9041 bro
hawaii had visited prest Ensign
ensign on monday the 4th
insign
katsunuma is the first japanese to join the church in all the world he was
converted in utah many years ago he has become an american citizen and
is now in the civil service at hawaii he having received a months furlough
mormons
is in japan visiting friends & relatives he sought cormons
Mor mons out the first
thing and seemed pleased with what they had accomplished & were doing
he was glad to see some latter day saint hymns in his native language and
61
63
yyen
towards
translation
further
gave the sect of the mission ayen
yen 1000
10.00
loso

A japanese mormon in hawaii during the early years in hawaii in
addition to the language difficulty his wiges attitude toward religion may
also have played a part in tomizo s general inactivity in the church she
14
cormons
Mormons 64
was a staunch methodist and did not think much of the mormons
the
rest of the family apparently attended the methodist church As english
increasingly became a dominant language in hawaii however tomizo
must have become a more active participant in mormon services certainly
by the early 1920s tomizo was an active participant in a sunday newspa-

per column published on november 661921
1921 he talks about the visit of an
english professor from utah and mentions that they became acquainted
61
with each other because of their association in the church 65
in the early 1930s tomizo was instrumental in the organization of a
japanese sunday school class in the kalihi honolulu branch in may 1934
and the subsequent establishment of the japanese mission in hawaii in
the critical meeting of key individuals held in the hawaiian mission home
on april 61934 tomizo was present along with castle H murphy mission president and edward L clissold and offered the opening prayer 66
in connection with the first presidency visit in hawaii in the summer of
1935 J reuben clark jr writes that among the japanese saints in honolulu is
dr tomizo katsunuma who at one time attended college in
61
utah 67
in clark s account tomizo was undoubtedly a member of the
group of japanese saints who gave to president grant and his group a
delicious dinner and afterward a delightful entertainment of song dance
instrumental music and recitation 6 8
writing in 1939 about the establishment of the japanese mission in
hawaii in february 1937 john A widtsoe mentions tomizo as one of the
seventeen church members of japanese ancestry found by hilton A
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robertson the incoming mission president 699 on october 1i 1939 following
of the japanese mission tomizo was ordained an elder by
the establishment odthe
ofthe
robertson 70 widtsoe describes tomizo as a student of brigham young
college and the utah state agricultural college sic and the first japanese
baptized into the church and as active in the service of the mission in
honolulu 1 I71 he goes on to say that there is much friendliness among the
japanese for our work and that the japanese daily nippu
nippa jiji of honomade frequent
lulu under the able leadership of mr yasutaro soga
timely references to the work of the latter day saints among the japanese
this is to be expected soga was one of tomizo s closest friends and
nippa jiji
tomizo himself was involved in the editorial work of the nippu
after retiring from the immigration department in 1924 tomizo
returned to his real vocation as a veterinarian and continued the pleasant
pastime of writing such retirement days were quietly spent until the summer of 1950 when he was hospitalized at kuakini hospital he gradually
weakened because of advancing age and on september 11
ii closed his colorful life of almost eighty seven years mine and other close relatives were at
his bedside the funeral was solemnly held on september 13 at the churche
churchs
Bere
beretania
tania street with edward L clissold conducting
large tabernacle on peretania
the tabernacle was filled with flowers and many dignitaries were in attendance the memorial addresses were given by yasutaro soga and
chomatsu tsukiyama president odthe
of the senate it was said to be the largest
ofthe
funeral held there in many years with no room left even to stand 72 an
obituary appeared in the english language honolulu advertiser under the
large headline dr katsunuma first japanese mormon dies 73

tokujiro sato
tokujiro sato also known in hawaii as toko toku or sasaki 74 is
another person who has a claim to being the first japanese mormon unlike
tomizo katsunuma however very little is known let alone written about
him however the contrast with tomizo goes beyond the availability of
reliable information in all likelihood tokujiro was a person of humble
means and little education
an eyewitness account the best place to begin is the only published
eyewitness account ofrim
tokujiro
of him which describes the 1919 encounter of oftokujiro
ofhim
or toko with elias wesley smith the son of joseph FE smith and president
of the hawaiian mission
during my recent visit through the different conferences on the islands
of
maul
maui and hawaii 1I had the privilege of meeting the first japanese convert
ofmani
ofmaui
to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints who is now living at
Kukuihaele hawaii we held an interesting meeting in his home and spent
kukuihaele
the night there
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becoming interested in brother toko 1I learned that he was born in
tokio japan in the year 1849 sic at the age of seventeen sic he worked his
way to hawaii arriving here in 1866 sic in 1879 sic he married a hawaiian
by the name of kalala and they have happily passed their ruby anniversary
he joined the church in 1892 sic and has been and is still a faithful member

he related to me many interesting incidents that took place here many
years ago among which was the walter murray gibson trouble and how he
gibbons
Gib sons unlawful rise to power and his dishonorable failure
witnessed gibsons

of age hale and hearty and able
brother toko is now seventy sic years ofage
ofago
to work six days a week raising kalo a hawaiian vegetable used in making
poi for the market in this way he earns an honest living he has a large family of bright children 75

smiths statement is extremely valuable as a starting reference not
because it is entirely correct which it is not but because it raises so
many questions for one thing the arrival date of 1866 means that tokujiro left japan when the country was still under tokugawa rule could he
have left then very likely the dates ofboth
of both his birth and arrival ifnot
ihnot
if not anything else are incorrect 76 moreover even if we take those dates at face
value how is it possible for someone who arrived in hawaii in 1866 and
joined the church in 1892 to witness the walter murray gibson trouble
of 1861 64 if the statement refers to gibson s unlawful administration of
Saints 77 maybe smith was
lanai the gathering place for the hawaiian saints77
putting his own words into tokujiro s mouth when tokujiro was thinking
of something else
smiths statement however convincingly demonstrates that in kukui
haele on the island of hawaii there was a japanese man who claimed to have
arrived in hawaii long before the government supervised program of emigration began in 1885 and whom a church leader regarded as belonging to
the church the man having been baptized before the opening of missionary
work in japan in igol
1901 furthermore smiths encounter with tokujiro is
entirely probable smith arrived in honolulu on june 25 1919 replacing
samuel edwin woolley who had served as mission president for twenty four
years from 1895 to 1919 78 thus the new president was in need of quickly
acquainting himself with the conditions prevailing in various parts of the
islands because smith was born in laie during his fathers exile 1885 8771
879
and had himself filled a mission to hawaii from 1907 to 1910
iglo he spoke
hawaiian fluently as did tokujiro albeit with a japanese accent so the conversations which must have taken place between june 25 and october 22
when the report was filed 80 were undoubtedly conducted in that language
gan nen mono As previously mentioned organized immigration of
japanese workers to hawaii did not begin until early 1885 when the
japanese government initiated a supervised program of emigration under
110
810
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a provisional agreement with the

kingdom of hawaii the first
group of948
of 948 japanese immigrants
arrived in hawaii aboard the city
of tokyo on february 8 1885 to

work mostly on sugar plantations
tokujiro sato s arrival in hawaii
predates the first group of government
in ent immigrants by almost
ap
1p
twenty years because he came in
1868 not 1866 as stated by E wes1Iley
ofthe
of the only
ey smith as a member odthe
1
group of immigrants who left
Jjapan before the commencement
of government emigration 81 As
the year 1868 was the first year of
meiji 82 this group came to be
called collectively first year men
tokujiro sato ca 1851 1919
or gan nen mono in japanese
with declining population83
population83
and the emergence of sugar pineapple and other agricultural industries
hawaii was anxious at least from the early i85os
1850s to receive foreign work114
of labor 84
desiring to secure japanese workers and
ers to cover the shortfall oflabor
knowing japan was opening to international intercourse in the late i85os
1850s
the hawaiian authorities approached the tokugawa shogunate about the
matter in 1865 by appointing eugene M van reed a dutch american
businessman living in yokohama as hawaiis consul in japan no formal
agreement could be secured because the shogunate objected not only to the
idea of emigration itself but also to a businessman acting in a diplomatic
capacity however on april 22 1868 85 van reed was finally successful in
obtaining the permission of the shogunate to recruit up to 350 japanese
immigrants to work on sugar plantations in hawaii for three years
van reed contracted with japanese agents to recruit immigrant workers on the streets of edo present day tokyo and yokohama the
ees were mainly city dwellers who had little experience in farming
recruitees
recruiters
recruit
perhaps about half of the group were vagabonds coolies gamblers drunkards and other troublemakers who infected the urban streets ofjapan
of japan during that period of great political and social unrest some were the second
and third sons of small merchant houses struggling in the economic
depression of the time others were carpenters plasterers and other construction workers who had been employed in the rapidly developing open
st
treaty port of yokohama an overwhelming majority of them were young
over two thirds of them being in their late teens and twenties
FF
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their contract was for three years counting from the date of arrival in
during which time they would be required to work twenty six
days a month for four dollars or three dollars in the case of women
transportation food lodging and medical care would be provided by the
recruit ees responded to these terms thinkemployers free of charge the recruitees
recruiters
ing that they would be rich when they returned home in three years uneducated as they were they had no idea what hawaii meant let alone
where the country was located they called the place tenjiku the ancient
name for india or simply a faraway place
the fourth year of keio 1868 was the year during which political
power was transferred from the tokugawa shogunate to the new imperial
government of emperor meiji the transfer of power was far from peaceful however early in the year following the declaration of ofimperial
imperial rule at
the imperial palace in kyoto a civil war broke out strengthened by their
victories in earlier battles the imperial now government forces were
marching towards edo just about the time the immigrants were being
recruited on the streets unfortunately for van reed and his party ofimmi
of immigrants the meiji government completely took over the political control of
the port of yokohama on may 9 1868 86 just about the time the chartered
87 was
scioto37
british ship scioto87
preparing to leave with the immigrants on board
Scioto37
on may 6 888 the immigrants had already begun boarding upon the satisfactory completion of a medical examination 89
the new authorities stationed in yokohama disapproved the shogunate s earlier agreement to allow its subjects to emigrate to hawaii as conworkers van reed protested saying that it would be a breach of
tractual
tr
diplomatic protocol not to honor the international agreement of a previous regime on their part the meiji authorities argued that hawaii was not
a commercial treaty partner furthermore they did not think that the
terms of the contract were satisfactory and objected to the credentials of
van reed as hawaiian consul they were also aware of the prevailing public opinion that the immigrant workers would be made slaves once they
reached hawaii
seeing the intransigence of the japanese authorities van reed
90
of may 171868
appealed to the last resort measure on the early morning ofmay
17 1868
ofman
with customs clearance from the british but not japanese authorities 91
he allowed the scioto carrying 150 japanese immigrants 144 men and
12 As
6 women to leave yokohama harbor under the cover of darkness 92
the
ship slowly moved out to the open sea there was much rejoicing among
the passengers because they were finally freed from the lingering fear that
they would be arrested and punished by the government authorities the
immigrants had generally been ignorant of the intricacy of either politics
or diplomacy but understood only that their departure was in question and
their lives were possibly in danger
hawaii
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ship arrived in honolulu on june 19 on the following day the
149 immigrants one had died at sea were allowed to go ashore while on
board all the men except for two who would do so later had had their
characteristic topknots
top knots chopped off on board as a token of gratitude for
having survived the voyage across rough seas and also possibly as a symbol
of their severance from their old world after two weeks of vacation in
honolulu the immigrants were assigned to different employers who were
required to pay seventy dollars per immigrant to the government and to
make an advance of ten dollars in cash to each immigrant which would
then be deducted from monthly wages
in the meantime the unauthorized departure of the scioto had
become a diplomatic embarrassment for the newly established government to restore national dignity the government tried in vain to work
with the resident diplomatic community to explore ways of punishing
van reed and to secure the return of the immigrants just at that time
complaints of mistreatment poor diet and other hardships began to surface among the immigrants in hawaii for one thing the immigrants were
city dwellers unaccustomed to a rural lifestyle let alone farming besides
their working conditions were severe as they were made to work twelve
straight hours a day under the heat of sun there were at least two natural
deaths and one suicide there were also complaints of inadequate pay
particularly when half the wages were withheld for deferred payment
upon their return home these and other problems were undoubtedly
compounded by language difficulties the plight of the japanese immigrants reached the japanese consul in san francisco and several letters
arrived from tomisaburo makino the leader of the immigrants in hawaii
requesting the japanese government to intervene on their behalf
in consequence the japanese government decided to send twenty
five year old Kage
nori ueno as special envoy to hawaii traveling by way
kagenori
kanenori
of san francisco ambassador ueno arrived in honolulu on december 27
1869 93 and immediately began to investigate the situation and to negotiate
14 ueno
with the hawaiian authorities 94
proposed two alternatives one was
that all immigrants be returned to japan immediately at the expense of the
japanese government the other was that only those wishing to return
immediately be returned at the expense of the japanese government but
odthe
the remainder be returned at the end ofthe
of the three year contract period at the
95
the hawaiian
expense of the hawaiian government on january 10
1870
lo
government accepted the second of the two proposals subject to the condition that the agreement was limited by the general law of all nations and of
this country and by the fact that should any desire to remain the hawaiian
1196
96
government has no authority to compel them to go yogg
in the event forty
two immigrants returned to japan and the rest including two women
remained 97 the working conditions and general treatment ofthe
odthe
of the remaining

the
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immigrants were also improved so that no more serious complaints were
odthe
reported during the rest ofthe
of the initial contract period
odthe
of the scioto in 1868
life in japan because the unauthorized departure ofthe
was a major diplomatic incident there exist several government and semiofficial records that detail the names ages and in some cases occupations
of the immigrants the trouble however is that much discrepancy exists
across different records owing not only to poor record keeping but more
importantly to the fact that the immigrants with the exception of four or
possibly five were commoners without surnames during the tokugawa
period there was a definite hierarchical ordering of society based on
occupational categories consisting of samurai including aristocrats and
undercaste
caste people to
clergymen peasants artisans merchants and under
have a surname was a privilege reserved for samurai some landed farmers and favored townspeople including artisans and merchants of
wealth and distinction only four of the 150 gan nen mono had surnames
and the rest frequently changed their names after arriving in hawaii making it difficult to trace individual immigrants through time
the various records show that there were two immigrants by the name
of tokujiro with no surname the statement of
ofeE wesley smith however
establishes that the tokujiro we seek is listed as eighteen years old when he
boarded the ship the other tokujiro being listed as twenty seven years
old 9 8 in the old japanese way of ofcounting
counting age 99 this means that he was born
twelve month period from february
during the fourth year of
kael
kaei or the twelvemonth
ofkaei
11
1852 and not 1849 as smith claims and that he was six291852
i 1851 to january 29
teen or seventeen years old in terms of western counting when he came to
hawaii depending on the exact date of his birth 100 it is almost certain that
tokujiro was not of the samurai class despite the claim of the family oral
history to the contrary 101 for one thing he did not have a surname or at
least it is not recorded that he did for another tatami machi or tatami cho
which is believed to have been his place of residence 102 was in the Kyo
kyobashi
bashi
section of
edo 103 a small area southeast of
edo castle and was where artiofedo
ofedo
ofeda
ofeda
sans specializing in the making of tatami mat extensively used in the furnishing of japanese style houses were concentrated given the definite
demarcation that existed between the sections for samurai and townsmen
no samurai could have possibly lived in that part of town 104
by the time he left home at the age of sixteen or seventeen tokujiro
may well have already been an accomplished tatami maker in his own
right family oral history has it that he was skilled in carpentry and helped
odthe
the island of
of
build houses in the waipio
kaipio valley on the northeastern coast ofthe
101
hawaii 105
that he was a skilled carpenter cannot be disputed as the house
which he built for himselfsome
himself some one hundred years ago still stands today 106
these carpentry skills could have been acquired as part of his apprenticeship
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in tatami making which involves mastering the use of carpentry tools his
supposed samurai status undoubtedly of his own or his family s
concoction may be traced to the possible contractual relationship that his
shop had with one of the hatamoto tokugawa retainer families tatami
machi was linked by a bridge over the outer moat to the cluster of large
hatamoto houses which faced the inner moat of the castle tatami makers
were placed in that precise location for the very purpose of serving the
needs of those households and even the tokugawa household itself
in 1868 the town that tokujiro was leaving behind was in the state of
economic and social chaos with the opening of japan to international
trade in the late i85os
1850s the relative prices of basic commodities began to
wealth with trade came a rise
change resulting in a sharp redistribution of ofwealth
ex
exportables such as silk and tea while those of
in the relative prices of portables
im portables such as sugar and cotton fell the wholesale merchants ofedo
ofeda
were particularly hard hit as the flow of commodities was diverted to
yokohama and new merchants emerged to exploit the new business opporties created by the opening of trade to make matters worse the tokutunities
tuni
gawa shogunate began to stockpile rice and other essential commodities in
antishogunate
preparation for the impending showdown with the anti
shogunate forces
with shortage and inflation poverty was rampant 107 the keio period
1865 68 was a period of great social unrest during which there were at
least five major riots in edo
in spring 1868 it was under these economic and social conditions that
the townspeople of edo heard that the imperial forces were coming to
destroy the city although edo castle was handed over to the imperial
forces on may 3108
310 in a peaceful settlement and the city was spared from
of these develbeing burned the people in general were not fully informed ofthese
opments for some time the streets remained filled with people carrying
household effects in their attempt to flee the city for tokujiro and the
other newly recruited immigrants from edo the call for laborers to work in
hawaii was not only an opportunity for life in a new land but also an
opportunity to escape from economic depression and possible death in the
old land this sense of terror and urgency to escape is captured by the fol
lowing quote from the not so reliable family oral history of tokujiro
ochis
of his fellow samurai were told that if
tokujiro and thirteen other sic ofhis
they were caught by the imperial forces they would be be headed seeing that
they could not escape death if they remained in japan their leader suggested
them to find a way to run away to some far away country until tokujiro and
his fellow guards could find a way to escape they had to stay in hiding to prelog
vent being captured by the imperial forces 109

what is remarkable about this story which tokujiro must have told his
family members in one form or another is its seeming resemblance to the
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well known story of a group of immigrants from edo called imado gumi
cumi
Kom ekichi sakuma the imado gumi
headed by komekichi
komeldchi
kamekichi
twenty five
cumi group of twentyfive
of1mado in the asakusa
asakura section ofeda
immigrants left the street oflmado
of
edo on may 7110
ofedo
70

for their thirty mile journey towards yokohama heading south they
walked through the chaotic downtown streets of edo and came to
takagawa
Taka
takanawa
nawa when they saw a large army of government soldiers marching
into town caught by terror they suddenly stopped and hid themselves in
111
lil and remained there until the
a grove of trees upon a hill in shinagawa111
shinagawa
last of the soldiers was seen walking up north to the central part of edo
other than the samurai reference the resemblance between the two stories
is so striking that one wonders whether tokujiro was a member of imado
ekichi being the leader or perhaps the imado cumi
komekichi
komeldchi
kamekichi
gumi
gumi story
cumi with Kom
is only representative of a similar scene experienced by all of the forty or so
immigrants from edo
life in hawaii the records filed by the gan nen mono chief makino
indicate that when the time came to allocate the 148 immigrants excluding one infant among different employers 51 were sent to oahu
bahu 71 to
maui of this 51 went to haiku sugar company alone 20 to kauai and 4
smiths s stateto lanai under the employ of
W M gibson 112 E wesley smith
ofw
ment that tokujiro witnessed the walter murray gibson trouble may well
mean if taken literally that he was one of the four immigrants assigned to
lanai in the employ of gibson by 1868 the gibson trouble had been long
over but gibson still lived in lanai we know from a different source that
of the four assigned to lanai three including a married couple returned
home in connection with the visit of ambassador ueno in early 1870 113
the fourth immigrant assigned to lanai might have been tokujiro
or just as easily tokujiro could have been sent to maui after all
almost half the people were sent there lanai particularly the valley of
palawai
Pa
lawai where gibson likely lived was only a short distance from lahaina
lalawai
maui across the channel As lanai lacked most amenities of life gibson
must have frequented maui to purchase basic supplies even in maui
tokujiro and others could easily have had opportunities to see gibson
from time to time in fact the family oral history states that tokujiro was
first sent to maui yet again it is also possible that he first went to lanai but
moved to maui in conjunction with the promise of the hawaiian government made with ambassador ueno to improve the working conditions of
the japanese immigrants he would not have stayed in lanai if the conditions there had been so bad that three out of the four initial immigrants
decided to leave 1144
interestingly the list of gan nen mono filed on may 21 1871 by
jilo as desiring
makina with the hawaiian government designates toku ailo
makinc
makino
to go to the united states after the conclusion of the initial three year

ofa
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15
contract period 115
in early 1871 in response to an inquiry by makino the
japanese government authorized the remaining one hundred or so
immigrants to return home remain in hawaii or go to the united states
without penalty judging from what we know about his later life experiences as well as his generally limited ability to speak english however it is
almost certain that tokujiro did not go to the united states when the contract was fulfilled in june 1871 As he was prepared to leave whatever place
he was in he may well have left for the island of hawaii at that time
with the enactment in japan of the household register law in 1871 it
may have been around this time that tokujiro took the surname sato initially when he arrived in hawaii he chose to be called toku or toko shortspeech was an
japanese names to adapt to the hawaiian manner of ofspeech
ening of ofjapanese
16
ilg
extremely common practice in those days 116
when the time came to pick
a surname he could have easily adopted the name chosen by his family in
tatachi
tokyo when we recognize that he claimed that he was from takachi
machi kyobashi ku tokyo and that the Kyo
bashi section of tokyo
kyobashi
became a city ward ku only in november 1878 117 we can be reasonably
sure that he maintained some contact with his family at least until some
time after that date alternatively the fact that he also used the surname
sasaki at least for a while may indicate that he chose the name sasaki first
only to find out later that his family had adopted a different name
whether by choice or by assignment tokujiro s years in maui were followed by a permanent move to the island of hawaii according to one
waipio on the northeastern coast to work as a
source tokujiro went to kaipio
butcher and to farm taro 118 on the other hand the family oral history
states that he went to waimea
waitea on the highland about ten miles south of
waipio to work for samuel parker at his ranch as a carpenter and a cook
kaipio
and that the two developed a friendship that lasted a lifetime 119 samuel
parker 1852 1920 was the flamboyant grandson of john palmer parker
1790
0170
1790 1868 who jumped ship in hawaii befriended king kamehameha 1I
waimea plain whether
and built a large and prosperous ranch on the waitea
haele
kukuihaele
tokujiro first went to kaipio
waimea he finally ended up in Kukui
waipio or waitea
about five miles south of kaipio
waipio along the pacific coast where he built
his own home and spent his final years information is so scanty that we
cannot possibly reconstruct the sequence of his life in hawaii one thing
we know for sure is that his entire life on the island of hawaii was spent in
a relatively small triangular region connecting waimea
waipio and
waitea kaipio
haele his life in the three principal locations may well have been
Kukui
kukuihaele
overlapping and not necessarily sequential
sometime after arriving on the island of hawaii tokujiro married
kalala keliihananui kamekona a hawaiian with mixed irish and chinese
lineage according to family sources kalala keliihananui kamekona was
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the daughter of Kamekona from the waipio
kaipio valley and kaiahua from the
neighboring waimanu
taimanu valley 120 she is said to have been born in mana or
waipio
kaipio circa 1851 but this date cannot be correct because it would make
her fifty five or fifty six years old when the last child kaniela was born in
february 1907 according to E wesley smiths account tokujiro and
anniver
kalala were married in 1879 and had happily passed their ruby annever
sary by 1919 the reference to the ruby anniversary must be smiths creation and not tokujiro s comment because it is difficult though not
impossible to believe that she did not have children for almost ten years
188os when she was fertile
after marriage until the latter half of the i88os
enough to give birth to ten children during her lifetime 121 these
considerations seem to suggest that tokujiro s marriage to kalala took
place in the middle ofthe
odthe
of the 188os
i88os and that tokujiro was then in his early thirties and kalala in her early twenties having been born around 1862
kalala
kalaia s possible birthplace of mana is interesting because in all likeliodthe
the spirit the house
hood it refers to mana hale in hawaiian house ofthe
of
built by john palmer parker outside of waitea
waimea on the lower slope of
13796 foot high mauna kea undoubtedly mana later began to mean the
whole compound of the parker home or even the whole community of
ranchers workers and their families working on parker ranch 122 samuel
parker and his royal wife harriet panana napela had a lavish lifestyle
alternating their residence between mana and the kings palace in honolulu they were part of hawaiis high society and regularly entertained
world travelers and socialities their parties are said to have rivalled
121
even those of king kalakaua a close friend of theirs 123
kalakaua was on
the throne from 1874 to 1891 during 1878 87 the king s close confidant and
advisor was walter murray gibson who after being excommunicated
from the church in 1864 tried his hand in hawaiian politics and served as
the premier and minister of foreign affairs before being forced to flee the
country for a life of exile in california no doubt gibson was one of those
distinguished guests at parkers home in mana and tokujiro had plenty of
opportunities in his capacity as the family chef to get to know gibson in
gibbons
Gib
sons rise and fall takes on a
this light Tokuji
tokujiros
ros presumed witness of gibsons
new meaning
given tokujiro s work and kalala s family connection in mana it is
possible that the two met and were married in mana tokujiro may have
obtained work as a cook at parker ranch because of his previous experiwaipio or his parker ranch job may have been his
ence as a butcher in kaipio
first in hawaii at any rate after being married the couple must have spent
much of their married life in waipio
kaipio 124 where tokujiro raised taro built
homes as a carpenter and after 1885 when japanese immigrants began to
arrive in hawaii helped them with the hawaiian language and hawaiian
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sentaro
arc kawashima a young japanese immiculture A story is told of Sent
grant who was taught by tokujiro to speak hawaiian and english farm
taro and make poi and okolehau homemade hawaiian whiskey 125 tokujiro had become fluent in the hawaiian language so that sometimes he was
asked by a court of law to act as an interpreter 126 such an assignment was not
unusual for the gan nen mono who stayed in the hawaiian islands because
with very few or even no other japanese around they had to assimilate into
the hawaiian community
Kukuihaele and built a house
it is said that when tokujiro moved to kukuihaele
for his own family he carried lumber from the kaipio
waipio valley on an ox
Kukui haele is only a short distance from waipio
wagon 127 kukuihaele
kaipio but it is located
at least a few hundred feet above the valley to carry the lumber up the
steep hill must have been a strenuous and arduous task a task that cannot
possibly be carried out by someone in his old age thus when the house
Kukui haele he was perhaps in his late thirties or early forties
was built in kukuihaele
in other words the house was probably built sometime during the 18gos
i89os
it is almost certain that the house was built by 1901
igol because tokujiro was
there when kawashima arrived at the Kukuihaele
kukuihaele plantation during that
121
Kukuihaele tokujiro raised taro as he had done or possibly
year 128
in kukuihaele
his
continued to do in kaipio
ochis
of
waipio on an irrigated farm adjacent to the back ofhis
house the farm was about half an acre in size and stretched out on a moderate slope overlooking the pacific ocean for a time the couple had a
store selling poi or taro and beef the beef might have been procured
through his old connection with samuel parker indicating that tomizo s
association with him was a long one 129
association with the church according to E wesley smiths statement tokujiro supposedly joined the church in 1892 and had been and was
still a faithful member of the church when they met in 1919 tokujiro may
well have joined the church but there is no record to support the claim that
his baptism took place in 1892 it is difficult to have faith in the validity of
that date when every other date in smitis
smith s statement has turned out to be
incorrect moreover even the descendants of tokujiro generally are skeptical odthe
the claim that he was a member ofthe
odthe
of the LDS church although they do
ofthe
of
deny the possibility 130 however a handful of ofchurch
church records do exist to
not denythe
establish his association if not affiliation with the church
waipio branch in the northern hawaii
the membership records of the kaipio
district do list tokujiro as toko sr born circa 1845 although no baptism
information is given his wife kalala is also listed as clara toko baptized
in mana although no date is given for either birth or baptism the children s baptisms when they did occur are more accurately recorded the
records show that at least six of the nine children were baptized mary mele
haulani
laulani and hana on december 71902 john listed as toko jr on december 991902
1902 pula on march 61904 willard matsu kanuka on november
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and kaniela on april 17
1919 no records exist however for the other
171919
three children ohumukini emily and fukui 131
given the very fact that membership records exist for tokujiro that
almost all of his children were baptized and that the visiting mission
authority considered him a faithful member the weight of the evidence
seems to suggest that tokujiro was a baptized member of the mormon
church 132 considering that when the first three of the children were baptized in december 1902 the oldest child mary was fifteen years old there
is a reasonable basis for believing that tokujiro was baptized prior to her
eighth birthday namely august 29
1895 if he was baptized at all other291895
wise tokujiro and mary then over eight years old would have been baptized at the same time on the other hand to believe that he was baptized
after mary is difficult though not impossible because then the baptism
would have more likely been recorded given the better record keeping
practice in later years this conjecture provides some credibility to E
Tokuji ros
wesley smiths statement that tokujiro was baptized in 1892 if tokujiros
mary s eighth
baptism was during the latter part of the period preceding marys
birthday it was remarkably close to tomizo katsunumas
Katsu numas baptism date of
august 881895
1895 it may be that tokujiro was baptized along with the eldest
daughter ohumukini whose baptism information is not available but who
131
is considered to have been a member 133
the tokujiro sato family however was far from being the typical mormon family of contemporary america their religious understanding and
practice were constrained both by the cultural settings of the day and by
oaits
the different expectations that the church had ofits
of its members the descendants remember kalala as fond of drinking okolehau and as being cranky
most of the time possibly because of her drinking habit 134 in his later
years perhaps with the increasing population of japanese tokujiro came
to emphasize his japanese identity although he exclusively spoke hawaiian to his children he spoke japanese to some of the grandchildren as they
developed proficiency in that language he also apparently encouraged at
least one of his daughters to marry a japanese and gave up one of his sons
for adoption to a japanese family 135
for one reason or another none of the children took the name sato
although john and johns son albert carried it as their middle name after
all sato was a name foreign to tokujiro john took the name toko willard
who was given up for adoption carried the name yamamoto and the two
youngest sons decided to use their mother s honored hawaiian name of
kamekona whatever shortcomings tokujiro and kalala might have had as
mormon parents a host of practicing latter day saints are found among
their descendants today particularly those who have come through the
ohumukini fukui and kaniela lines
1913
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tokujiro died in his home shortly after his meeting with E wesley
smith in 1919 136 and after a funeral held presumably at a latter day saint
chapel he was buried in a cemetery located on the pacific shore 137 his grave
no longer exists because it was washed away in a tidal wave his house
however still stands today on the same spot and the legacy of hard work
and perseverance that he exhibited throughout his life continues

conclusion
tomizo katsunuma and tokujiro sato each has a legitimate claim to
being the first japanese mormon both happened to be at the crossroads of
some major historical transformations making their conversion possible
first with the western frontiers secured the united states was becoming a
pacific military and economic power eventually annexing the peaceful and
independent kingdom of hawaii second following the opening of the
country to international intercourse japan itself was rapidly developing
into a modern nation state and a host of adventurous japanese were venturing out of the country to explore opportunities abroad finally against
these major transpacific political developments in the background the
mormons were trying to solidify their base in the intermountain west and
cormons
were engaged in an aggressive proselyting program without the changes
created by these currents in the surrounding power and opportunity
structures neither tomizo nor tokujiro would have been freed from the
shackles of tradition to embrace a new religion in a new land and to be
mormon pioneers of japanese ancestry
some may challenge the use of the term pioneer to describe these
early members at least in the usual sense in which the term is understood
after all they never walked the plains for a thousand miles they were
never harassed or molested for their religious beliefs they never helped
at least in a major way the institutional establishment of the church in
their community let alone in their native land they held no leadership
positions in the church to speak of in some ways they were marginal
affiliates Mormonism
of
ofmormonism
perhaps they can more appropriately be called path breakers a special type of pioneers separated from the binding root of a certain cultural tradition and serving as a bridge between the real pioneers who
are to come and their old world 138 indeed neither tomizo nor tokujiro may have been stalwart converts in the full sense of the word they
may have been marginal affiliates of the church however path breakers
they were even pioneers in their internal struggle to reconcile the
tenets of mormonism with the demands of japanese culture the same
cormons of
struggle that has continued to this day among their fellow mormons
japanese ancestry
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appendix
oftomizo
children of
tomizo and tokujiro
mine139
Tomizo and mine
children oftbmizo
of
oftomizo
katsumi son born on may 12
1890 miharu fukushima
121890
kiyomi daughter born on january 24
1899 miharu fukushima
241899
takeo son born on february 201902 honolulu
yasuko daughter born on may 131904 honolulu
yoshiko daughter born on september 881906
1906 tokyo
woodrow son born on march 991913
1913 honolulu
140
kalala140
Kal
Kalala
kalawao
children of tokujiro and kai
alaO
khi
kalalao
birth date unknown hawaii
birthrate
ohumukini daughter birthdate
mary melelaulani daughter born in 1887 hawaii
waipio hawaii
hana daughter born in 1889 kaipio
john son born in 1892 kaipio
waipio hawaii
pula son born in 1895 kaipio
waipio hawaii
birthdate
birth date unknown hawaii
emily daughter birthrate
fukui son born in 1901 hawaii
willard matsu kanuka son born in 1904 kaipio
waipio hawaii
kaniela daniel son born in 1907 kaipio
waipio hawaii

shinji takagi who can be reached by email through BYU studies byu studies
byuedu
byu edu is a visiting professor of economics at yale university he is currently on leave
from his position as professor of economics at the university of osaka in osaka japan
ofrochester in 1983 he is the author
he received his phd in economics at the university ofrochester
of over fifty professional publications in economics but this is his first serious attempt at
biography he thanks greg gubler armand mauss sue takagi jessica ueno ronald
watt and two anonymous referees for useful comments on an earlier draft
comprehensive treatment of mormon labors in the japan mission
matsujitsu
Matsu jitsu seito shi
mcintyre nihon matsukitsu
1901 24 is found in shinji takagi and william mclntyre
schuppan
Shup pan
1850 1980 japan latter day saints history 1850 1980 kobe japan beehive shuppan
1996 chapters 1 5 for a shorter treatment in english see ronald W walker
strangers in a strange land heber J grant and the opening odthe
ofthe
of the japanese mission
journal ofmormon
21 43 the formal name of the mission estab1986
1985 87 243
of mormon history 13 986
lished in japan in 1901 was the japan mission although it was frequently referred to as
the japanese mission the missions established later in hawaii in 1937 and in postwar
japan in 1948 were both officially called the japanese mission
2 judging from the circumstances surrounding his contact with the church however it does not seem appropriate to consider him a ceremonial priest ofa
of a shinto shrine
more likely he held a pastoral office in a religious organization based in part on shinto
principles in japanese religious terminology such shinto offshoot groups are collectively called sect shinto of which there were thirteen sects during the meiji period as
Matsu
jitsu seito shi 69 70
opposed to state shinto see takagi and mcintyre
mclntyre nihon matsujitsu
matsukitsu

i
1
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given the frequency of transpacific and transatlantic passenger service and the
timely railroad connections the most convenient and often fastest way to travel to
europe was via the transcontinental railroad in the united states even after the completion of the suez canal in 1869
4 the US census of 1890 reported 2039 japanese residents in the united states
18gi to 1900
half were in california from 1891
of ofwhom
whom about halfwere
27440 japanese were admit190027440
ted to the united states yuji ichioka the issei the world odthe
the first generation japanof
ofthe
ese immigrants 1885 1924 new york free press 1988 8851
51
5 during the initial ten years 1885 94 alone almost thirty thousand japanese
emigrated to hawaii ichioka first generation japanese immigrants 40
6 the first recorded contact was made at the church school in laie in the late
188os when several japanese pupils were enrolled church membership records suggest
i88os
that there was a baptism of a japanese woman by the name of miki in maui see
andrew jenson comp the history of the hawaiian mission of the church of jesus
fay saints as quoted in russel T clement and sheng luen tsai east
christ oflatter
of latter
iatter day
mormons in
wind to hawaii contributions and history of chinese and japanese cormons
hawaii in proceedings the second annual conference of the mormon pacific historical
society 1981 typescript in possession of the author
7 having received the title of shogun military general from the emperor the
tokugawa family or the shogunate ruled japan from its castle in edo present day
tokyo during this period the inherent contradiction of the tokugawa regime
namely the system of rule by one dominant clan over less dominant yet competing
clans became evident when japan was dragged into contact with foreign powers in the
early nineteenth century it was simply not possible for the tokugawa family to assume
fiefs
the role of government of a modern nation state based on the revenue from its fiefe
alone in early 1868 the tokugawa family was obliged to return the right to rule to the
imperial family in what is known as the meiji restoration
8 A prominent church member in oahu
bahu edward L clissold was particularly
active in church affairs among the japanese at various times he served as president
of the waikiki branch chairman of the oahu
bahu district council counselor in the presidency and president of the oahu
bahu stake acting president of the japanese mission in
the hawaiian temple from 1948 to 1949 he served as
hawaii and thrice president odthe
ofthe
of
the first president of the japanese mission in japan after its re establishment followof work
ing the conclusion of ofworld
world war 11II As the quoted summary odthe
the beginning ofwork
of
ofthe
among the japanese in hawaii appears at the beginning of the presidents reports concerning the newly created japanese mission in hawaii clissold was apparently writing at the request of the incoming mission president hilton A robertson to
summarize some ofthe
odthe
odthe
of the church among the japanese
of the notable events in the history ofthe
people of hawaii up to that time
9 edward L clissold missionary work among the japanese in the hawaiian
islands in the central pacific japanese mission mission presidents reports
1937 49 university archives BYU hawaii laie hawaii 1937 at the time tomizo
attended the school was called the agricultural college of utah
Th ernstrom ed harvard encyclopedia ofamerican
10 stephan tharnstrom
thernstrom
of american ethnic groups
io
cambridge harvard university press 1980 561 62
ii japan was on the lunar calendar until december 2 in the fifth year of meiji or
december 311872 for this reason an attempt will be made throughout this article to
list both japanese and western dates for important events and incidents within japan
through the end of
of1872
1872 several different dates have appeared in various documents for
tomazos
Tomi zos birthday including october 6 church membership records tsuyoshi
tomizos
3
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katogil
katagi yasuji no jinsei techo memoirs of
ebihara katogi
katogi yokohama 1977
yasuji katagi
ofyasuji
november 1i kanji takahashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo sensel the life of
dr tomizo katsunuma the father of immigrants honolulu bunkichi suda 19531
1953
odai the three venerable katogi
nojiri katagi
yunojiri
rokyodai
katogi san Roky
hatsutaro Yu
katagi brothers
benki no tomo 1932 november 11 the obituary in the hawaii times septokyo denki
tember 121950 and november 18 the obituary in the honolulu advertiser september 12
1950 it is likely that october 6 was the correct lunar date and that the november
dates are wrong solar transformations of that lunar date unless otherwise noted the
biographical information in this section comes from Yu
odai
rokyodai
nojiri katogi
katagi san Roky
yunojiri
sensei
and takahashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo gensei
oftempo 1833
Na ochika was born in taira on september 15 in the fourth year of tempo
12 naochika
as the fourth son of
ibota
oflsota
isota katsunuma a retainer oftsushimamori ando the lord of the
taira clan for a long time he wass a teacher of toda school judo at the persistent
Naochika made the decision to
request of the lord of the neighboring miharu clan naochika
move to miharu and transferred the charge of the judo school to his most trusted disciple at that time according to the wishes of the miharu clan naochika
Na ochika succeeded the
old katogi
Naochika could not
katagi family and formally became the clans judo teacher As naochika
face the prospect of losing his katsunuma name naochika
Na ochika asked the youngest son
numa name
tomizo to retain the Katus
katusnuma
13 yo was the daughter of koroku hanazawa a retainer of the taira clan
14 the meiji period under the reign of emperor meiji began when the restoration
of direct imperial rule was proclaimed in early 1868
15 at that time students completing the three year course of study in liberal arts
at the preparatory school were offered admission to the university of tokyo to study
law letters and science because of this privilege admission to the preparatory school
was extremely competitive and was based on an entrance examination covering many
subjects see university of tokyo tokyo daigaku hyakunen
Hyakunen shi centennial history of
goo
voi1 1i tokyo university of oftokyo
the university of
oftokyo
tokyo vol
tokyo press 1984 55
600
551
55600
16 the imperial college of agriculture was founded in 1878 by the ministry of
home affairs and became a part of the imperial university later tokyo imperial univer sity in 1890 when the university of tokyo with programs in law letters science
versity
and medicine was upgraded to become a comprehensive university with the addition
of agriculture engineering and the graduate school see the university of tokyo
kunen shi 742 83
hyakunen
tokyo daigaku Hya
17 A preliminary agreement with the kingdom of hawaii was signed in 1884 succeeded by the formal immigration convention of 1886
18 mine was the eldest daughter of tsuneishi
eshi endo senior clerk of the tamura
Tsun
tsuneshi
county government
19 takahashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo sensel 6
katogi became an engineer at the miyoshi
20 after returning to japan shigenori katagi
electric factory and during his spare time published a magazine called benki
denki no tomo
ofelectricity he later became independent established a company
literally friends of electricity
called denyu
denau sha and was engaged in business in the ginza district of tokyo
21 ebihara katagi
katogi yasuji no jinsei techo 252 chinda later served as japans
ambassador to the united states
gansho no shiborikasu strained lees of sugar
canes
sugarcanes
22 tomizo katsunuma kansho
Koenkai 1924113
shuppan koenkai
honolulu katsunuma kinen schuppan
1924 113
lio
llo
23 A commercial firm called the japan US contracting company was established
in 18q
1892 and a formal agreement was signed with the hiroshima emigration company
for the provision of immigrant labor see ichioka first generation japanese immigrants
itself was established much before 1892
48 51 however it is likely that the business itselfwas
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24 ichioka first generation japanese immigrants 49 50 according to

taka-

100

hashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo
tomi sensel 7 tanaka lived in salt lake city and
in 1890 invited tomizo to come to manage his business of distributing everyday
necessities to railroad workers and receiving orders from them the designation of
inthe
if the year 1890
salt lake city as the place oftanakas
ofTana kas residence is probably wrong but ifthe
is right tomizo must have lived in ogden utah at least for a while according to
katogi the elder brother of
ebihara natori yasuji no jinsei techo 239 when shutaro katagi
tomizo arrived in the united states in the fall of 1891 tomizo was already in idaho
Shu taros specific purpose in coming to the united states was to acquire skills in dairy
shutaros
april 1893
farming but he had to first study english for about eighteen months until apra
this latter date coincides with the dismissal of tanaka as the labor contractor for the
oregon short line see the paragraph immediately below
25 ebihara claims that shutaro met with brigham young on one of his visits to
salt lake city ebihara katagi
katogi yasuji no jinsei techo 239 40 of course this cannot be
true as brigham young had been dead for over ten years prompting one to question
the authenticity of some of the historical events discussed in his book
26 ichioka first generation japanese immigrants 74
27 during this time the two brothers visited the columbia exposition the so
called chicago world fair of 1893 and new york city in the summer of 1894 they
yorihito
hito
traveled from logan to salt lake city to visit his imperial highness prince yorihiro
Yori
who was on his way home from france by way of the united states katsunuma kan
sho no shiborikasu 152 after leaving logan shutaro spent a year in wyoming learning
cattle raising techniques before going back to japan in 1896 upon his return he
katagi yasuji
attempted a large american style dairy operation but failed see ebihara katogi
no jinsei techo 240 41
odai 63
rokyodai
katogi san Roky
28 Yu
nojiri katagi
yunojiri
29 david A burton carl christian amussen prepared for the family reunion
of the ezra taft benson family july 1978
30 burton carl christian amussen
31 deceased member records 1941 88 archives division historical department
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS
church archives however no other aaronic priesthood ordinations are recorded
32 although the generally accepted interpretation of naturalization laws at the
time was that japanese were ineligible for citizenship the final interpretation was in
the hands of local officials and according to one estimate as many as 460 japanese
were granted citizenship by local judges this flexibility was abolished however in
1922 when the supreme court ruled that naturalization was limited to free white persons and to aliens of african nativity and to persons of african descent japanese
remained as aliens ineligible to citizenship until the passage of the mccarran wal
ter immigration and nationality act in 1952 see william K hosokawa nisei the
yukiko kimura issei
andyukiko
queet
quietamericans
quiet americans new york william morrow 1969 89 91 and
japanese immigrants in hawaii honolulu university of hawaii press 1988 40 incidentally the obituary on tomizo published in the september 12 1950 issue of the
english language honolulu advertiser states that he was granted citizenship because
the judge thought he was a caucasian the author considers this to be a rather farfetched explanation
33 the last ship carrying contractual immigrants under government supervision
arrived in honolulu on june 28
1894 under this program a total of 29139 individuals
281894
traveled from japan to hawaii between 1885 and 1894 see soen yamashita nippon hawaii
ansha 1943 19
shuppansha
Kor
yushi history of ofjapanese
koryushi
japanese hawaiian exchanges tokyo daito Shupp
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first generation japanese immigrants 48
35 ichioka first generation japanese immigrants 51 52
ii 33
hawaii
36 kimura japanese immigrants in 11
tomazos
Tomi zos own account when he returned home for the first
37 according to tomizos
of Meiji he became an agent odthe
time in the spring odthe
of the kumamoto emiofthe
of the 31st year ofmeiji
ofthe
nippu jiji
gration company and recruited emigrants to hawaii in the tohoku
tohoru region nippa
january 131934
3 934 the authors translation of the japanese original
ii 33
hawaii
38 kimura japanese immigrants in H
1901 L tom perry special collections
191901
39 alma 0 taylor journal august 19
provo
prom utah he was not the first mormon to live
library brigham young university prow
in japan however in a journal entry on august 14
igol alma 0 taylor one of the
1901
141901
first missionaries to japan wrote about visiting the widow of the late mr ponseforte
Ponse forte
who had at one time lived in salt lake city and was a member of the church this
man apostatised before leaving the US and some twenty or twenty five years
came to japan and married a japanese woman
ago
40 the claim of kimura that the family traveled together kimura japanese
ii 33 is obviously incorrect as kiyomi was born in miharu in an
immigrants in ha
hawaii
interview with the author kiyomi said that tomizo had called the family to hawaii
only after getting a permanent job as an immigration officer kiyomi katsunuma
suzuki interview by author honolulu oahu
bahu february 1i 1997 although the exact
time cannot be ascertained the family must have joined tomizo relatively soon as a
picture taken in december 1900 shows tomizo and mine together and the couple s second son takeo was born in honolulu in february 1902
tomim sensel 13 from july 1894 to 1908
41 takahashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo
when the US japan gentlemens agreement which severely restricted the entry of
japanese laborers came into force a total of 108534 contractual or free immigrants
traveled from japan to hawaii under private nongovernmental schemes from 1908
to 1924 when the johnson reid immigration act which prohibited the immigration
of japanese nationals came into force a total of 62277
6277 immigrants many of whom
were picture brides traveled to hawaii by invitation only see yamashita nippon
Koryushi 19339
hawaiiii koryushi
H
19 339 40
ail 40
all
hawaii
42 kimura japanese immigrants in ha
chika made a visit
sadachika
43 A story is told that when his imperial highness prince Sada
from the united states one of the fine horses on board
to honolulu on his way back fro
given as a gift to the imperial family fell sick tomizo was called and successfully treated
the sick horse see takahashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo sensel 166 and katgansho no shiborikasu 232
sunuma kansho
44 kimura japanese immigrants in hawaii 42
45 roko is an honorific title used to address an elderly person
sensei preface author s translation
chichi katsunuma tomizo gensei
46 takahashi imin no chichikatsunuma
47 takahashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo sensel 13 14 authors translation
48 basho in this configuration of chinese characters literally means horse
laughter no doubt intended as a pun for the great seventeenth century haiku poet
matsuo basho
kansho no shiborikasu
49 see for example katsunuma gansho
50 takahashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo sense preface author s translation
51 takahashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo sensel 16 17
of this article on tokujiro sato on this
orthis
52 for gan nen mono see the second part ofthis
occasion all four surviving members of the first group were present if tokujiro had
lived a few more years there would have been a meeting of tomizo and tokujiro the
main characters of our story katsunuma gansho no shiborikasu 1 4
34 ichioka

iiii

hii
hll

hall
hali

hii
hil
hll
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53

the second trip was made in 1904 during which tomizo

visited the mission

home in tokyo see the last section of this part of the article
54 takahashi imin no chichi katsunuma tomizo sensel 18 authors translation
55 clissold missionary work writing about the japanese mission in hawaii in
1909 john A widtsoe used almost identical sentences to describe tomizo indicating
1939
Widt soe the japanese mission
that he relied on clissold for the information john A widtsoe
in action improvement era 42 february 1939 88 89
89125
125
Mo ramona the
moratona
56 clement and tsai east wind to hawaii R lanier britsch moramona
mormons
cormons in hawaii laie hawaii institute for polynesian studies 1989 114 16
57 clissold missionary work
58 empress afindia
of india was a steamship of the canadian pacific fleet which did not
ofindia
include a stop in honolulu in its transpacific passenger service between vancouver
and yokohama
59 in a letter addressed to president samuel E wooley of the hawaiian mission
dated april 211902 horace ensign secretary of the japan mission in tokyo acknowledged the receipt of money and writes we trust that the time spent with our beloved
president apostle grant was profitable japan mission letterpress copybooks
igol 23 LDS church archives
1901
60 see the second part of this article on tokujiro sato
61 taylor journal august ig
cigoi
igoi
191901
62 taylor journal august 251901
63 taylor journal april 9
1904 ten yen was exactly five dollars when converted
91904
at the gold parity both japan and the united states were on the gold standard at that
time one yen was more than twice the average monthly newspaper subscription rate
and would be more than three thousand yen when converted to current yen in purchasing power terms hence in very rough terms ten yen would be now equivalent to
around three hundred US dollars which was a considerable sum given the much
lower level ofwages
Matsujitsu
mclntyre nihon matsujitsu
of wages see takagi and mcintyre
matsukitsu seito shi 104 6
64 suzuki interview
kansho no shiborikasu 8 9
65 katsunuma gansho
66 clissold missionary work
67 J reuben clark jr the outpost in mid pacific improvement era 38 september 1935
935 533
68 clark outpost in mid pacific 533
69 in his improvement era article widtsoe erroneously writes that the japanese
Widt soe
mission in hawaii was organized in february 1936 the correct year is 1937 widtsoe
japanese mission in action 88
70 deceased member records 1941 88
Widt soe japanese mission in action 88125
71 widtsoe
Ba
bashoan
shoan tomizo katsunuma dies hawaii times japanese september 12
72 bashian
1950 3 yasutaro soga memories of the late dr tomizo katsunuma hawaii times
japanese september 161950 ap
np
73 dr katsunuma first japanese mormon dies honolulu advertiser september 121950 ap
np
year
yeatmen
men honolulu
74 yasuo baron goto children ofgan
offan nen mono the first yeat
bishop museum press 1968 ap
np
improvement
75 E wesley smith the first japanese convert to the church
era 23 december 1919
199 177
76 unfortunately some mormon writers have taken the wrong dates at face value
without checking them against available historical fact see for example clement and
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cormons
the first japanese mormons
lii
iii and sharlene B
hawaii
tsai east wind to Haw

103

japanese saints in hawaii
and japan values and implications for baptism proceedings the eleventh annual
odthe
of the
of the mormon pacific historical society 1990 typescript in possession ofthe
conference orthe
author 1 15
77 after missionaries were removed in 1857 walter murray gibson appointed
himself leader of the church and seized church property in hawaii see 1997 1998
church almanac salt lake city deseret news 1996 210 unless otherwise noted all
information concerning gibson in this article comes from the following sources frank W
mcghie the life and intrigues of walter murray gibson master s thesis brigham
gibbons
young university 1958 esther leonore ferreira sousa walter murray gibsons
Gib sons rise
to power in hawaii masters thesis university of hawaii 1942 R lanier britsch
unto the islands of the sea A history of the latter day saints in the pacific salt lake
city deseret book 1986 chapter 7 tabernacle deseret news november 21 1860
Mo
ramona
moratona
297 as quoted in mcghie walter murray gibson 70 R lanier britsch moramona
cormons in hawaii laie hawaii institute for polynesian studies 1989
the mormons
cormons in hawaii smith is credited for moving the headquarters of
78 britsch mormons
the mission from laie to honolulu
79 joseph F smith second counselor in the first presidency since 1880 came to
hawaii to escape the harasssments of US marshals associated with polygamy and
remained in laie from february 1885 to june 1887 in late june he left hawaii for
utah upon hearing of the ill health of john taylor who subsequently died in july
1887 R lanier britsch unto the islands odthe
of the sea 141 43
ofthe
80 this fact convincingly refutes the family oral tradition that tokujiro died on
1918
november 11
111918
81 in addition about a dozen japanese are said to have come to hawaii as individual immigrants prior to 1885 the information on gan nen mono comes from soen
yamashita gan nen mono no ornokage
kage vestiges of the first year men tokyo
Orno
omokage
hawaiian society of japan 1968 supplemented by roy M shinsato the gannen
bannen
mono great expectations ofthe
the earliest japanese immigrants of hawaii hawaii hisodthe
of
torical review i january 1965 180 94 yamashita nippon hawaii Kor
yushi hiroshi
koryushi
shimaoka hawal imin no rekisha
rekishi history of hawaiian emigration tokyo tosho
kokai 1978 and others
kankokai
Kan
82 the new era of meiji was declared on september 8 of the fourth year of keio
according to the lunar calendar or october 231968 and made retroactive to january
of that lunar year
i ofthat
of hawaii which stood at 130313 in the 1832 census declined to
83 the population ofhawaii
84165 in 1850 and then to 69000 in 1860 shinsato garmen mono 181
84 the initial importation of chinese workers began in 1852 followed by among
Polyne sians 1859 japanese 1868 portuguese and Micronesia
ns 1878
micronesians
others polynesians
puerto ricans 1900 and koreans 1903 see yamashita nippon hawaii Kor
yushi 20
koryushi
85 or march 31 according to the lunar calendar
86 or april 17 according to the lunar calendar
87 although the ship was built in 1849 at brunswick maine and was owned by
george F lovett of boston it flew the british flag having been registered in gibraltar
under british law goto children ofgan
np
of gan nen mono ap
offan
88 or april 14 according to the lunar calendar
89 because of the generally poor health of the people then only 141 people out of
some 400 applicants passed the medical examination because the ship left in a hurry
the quota of
of350
350 immigrants was not used up nine of the rejected applicants smuggled
omokage 30 31
onto the ship making the total 150 see yamashita gan nen mono no Omokage
go
90 or april 25 according to the lunar calendar
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104

under the terms of the ansei commercial treaties western powers including
britain france russia the netherlands and the united states were given extraterrito91

rial privileges in japan
92 an alternative figure for the number of immigrants 153 is widely accepted
among japanese historians the ship s american physician david J lee reported the
figure of 148
np based on admittedly secondary evi48 goto children ofgan
offan nen mono ap
dence presented by various authors the present author is satisfied that the most reasonable figure is 150
93 or november 25 according to the lunar calendar
86
bannen mono 186
94 shinsato gannen
ofmeiji
meiji according to the lunar calendar
95 or december 10
lo of the second year of
bannen mono 186 87
96 As quoted in shinsato gannen
97 when the initial three year contract period ended twelve immigrants including one born in hawaii returned to japan at the hawaiian governments expense
about forty moved to the continental united states and about fifty remained in hawaii
as gan nen mono because one of the two remaining women left for japan only one
woman remained in hawaii as a gan nen mono
kage 70 71
0mokage
Omo
98 yamashita gan nen mono no omokage
born and
99 in the old japanese system a child is one year old when he or she is bom
a year is added on each new year s day
100 hence tokujiro was around sixty eight years old not seventy years old
loo
when he met E wesley smith in 1919
99
ed in joelle segawa kane gan nen mono
summarized
101
summaria
iol
lol the oral history as summari7
loi
nd states that tokujiro was a samurai of the hatamoto class which was the rank of
the loyal guards of the tokugawa shogun
Omo kage 73 this fact is corroborated by the
102 yamashita gan nen mono no omokage
family portrait of tokujiro on which it is stated most likely by tokujiro himself that
he is from tatami machi kyobashi ku tokyo
bashi section of
edo is now part of several large city blocks located in
kyobashi
ofedo
ofeda
103 the Kyo
Kyo
baesu entrance
bashi 3 chome chuo ku tokyo a short distance southeast of the yaesu
kyobashi
kyobshi
of tokyo station see tokyo city government planning bureau tokyo shi chomei
enkaku shi chronicle oftown
of town name changes in tokyo city vol 1i tokyo tokyo city

government

1938

60

ft

two additional

facts from the hawaii period add strength to our conjecture
that tokujiro was not of the samurai class first later in hawaii tokujiro was engaged
in the butchery business considered to be the most despicable profession in tokugawa
japan second before settling on sato he chose two surnames sato and sasaki as if he
did not know which one to keep
1999 toko
105 albert sato toko interview by author kamuela hawaii june 12
121999
is the grandson of tokujiro
log in an interview with the author leslie lactaoen the current resident of the
106
house testified of the solid construction of the house which has stood the test of time
Kukuihaele hawaii june 12
leslie P and renee lactaoen interview by author kukuihaele
1999
121999
loy
lcy according to an incomplete survey conducted in the fourth year of keio
icy
107
1868 there were about seventy four thousand people in edo who were considered
destitute ofthis
Kyo bashi area another source
orthis
of this figure about two thousand were in the kyobashi
states that there were about three hundred thousand people in poverty in the second
ka tokyo no shakal keizai
ishizuka
keizar shi social and
ofmeiji
meiji 1869 see hiromichi ishi
year of
economic history of tokyo tokyo kinokuniya shot
shoten 1977 21 244
108 or april 11
ii according to the lunar calendar
104

24
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cormons
the first japanese mormons
log
109

105

kane not dated

or april 15

according to the lunar calendar
yamashita
shita gan nen mono no omokage
Omo kage 16 18
111
lii
ill Yaa
lil
Omo kage 38 39 there are different accounts of
112 yamashita gan nen mono no omokage
their allocation
Ma
kinos report filed on january 29 1870 see yamashita nippon hawaii
113 makinos
cakinos
Kor
koryushi
yushi 217 19
114 in a personal interview one of the descendants of tokujiro told the author
that tokujiro might have fathered children in maui
garmen
gaimen mono 192 93
115 shinsato
116 As another example the gan nen mono leader tomisaburo makino
makino being his samurai surname chose to be called tomi saburo as if saburo
was his surname sometimes he signed his name T saburo yamashita gan nen
mono no Omo
kage
0mokage
omokage
kafe 66
gansho ki prosperity history of Kyo
bashi hansho
bashi kyosai
kyobashi
kyobashi
kyokai comp Kyo
kyobashi
bashi
117 Kyo
tokyo the author 1912 7
118 jiro nakano
sentaro kawashima japanese settlers of waipio
kaipio valley
hawaii herald june 20
198614 15
20198614
gan nen mono 4 A shorter version was published in the kamakua
hamakua
119 kane

no
llo
lio
ilo

times june 1999
120 kamekona family records provided by noelani kamekona pearl city hawaii
121 this statement should be qualified by the possibility that the unnamed child
who died in infancy had been the first child and was born much earlier
II the
122 the headquarters of parker ranch moved in 1879 when john parker 11
son of jon palmer parker and the uncle of samuel moved to a more central location
in waitea
waimea samuel however continued to live in mana see parker ranch foundation trust parker ranch historic homes nd parker ranch visitor s center
kamuela hawaii
hawaiis ranching dynasty parker ranch spirit of hawaii
123 jackie kido
july 1997 10
Hawaii ans and chinese
ofhawaiians
waipio consisted of
hawaiians
124 the predominant population of kaipio
with a few japanese there were no plantations but rice was cultivated on its fertile soil

toko interview
125

126

ofwaipio
nakano japanese settlers of waipio
kaipio valley 14
lehu hawaii
naalehu
toko interview clara toshiko taise interview by author Naa

february 71999
127 lactaoen interview
128 according to nakano japanese settlers of waipio
kaipio valley 14 tokujiro told
kawashima to quit the plantation and to farm taro in waipio
kaipio and served as a go
between in arranging a marriage with a hawaiian woman named kainoa apparently
Kukuihaele through the
waipio and kukuihaele
tokujiro maintained two residences one each in kaipio
early years of the twentieth century
129 in an interview with the author albert sato toko the grandson of tokujiro
recalled a story told by his father john to the effect that he john had one day left school
born in 1892 this story
to go to see his father in a mountain home As john toko was bom
agoos
must mean that tokujiro still worked at parker s mountain compound in the igoos
i90os
albert also speculated that as tokujiro and kalala were thus physically separated during periods of substantial length kalala was unfaithful and gave birth to children of
other men
130
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see the appendix for the list of children in order ofbirth
of birth according to kaniela
the youngest son as told by his daughter all the children of tokujiro were baptized as
children except for fukui however even fukui later joined the church as he married
an active hawaiian latter day saint
tokujiros
ros student in taro
132 As an interesting sidelight sentaro kawashima Tokuji
farming and the hawaiian way of life in general later joined the church on march 7
1927 and was ordained an elder on october 241929 he is said to have remained a well
respected and stalwart member of the church until his death on october 17 1956
nakano japanese settlers ofwaipio valley ap
np deceased member records 1941 88
vera Karnek
ona interview by author pearl city oahu
kamekona
niVera
bahu february 71999
noelanivera
133 noelani
Noela
134 taise interview toko interview
135 taise interview
Kani
elas best recollection it has been believed that tokujiro died in
136 based on kanielas
kantelas
Kukui haele on november 11
kukuihaele
1918 this date cannot be correct because we know that he
111918
was alive when wesley smith came to see him in 1919
ona interview
kamekona
137 Karnek
138 armand L mauss letter to author august 7
1999 armand L mauss email
71999
message to author october 21
1999
211999
rokyodai
odai the three venerable katagi
nojiri katagi
katogi san Roky
yunojiri
katogi broth139 hatsutaro Yu
ers tokyo denki
Katsu mis reported birthday of may 12
benki no tomo 1932 67 katsumis
1890
katsukis
121890
more than a full year after the departure of tomizo for the united states on april 25
may be an error
1889 maybe
140 family sources supplemented by yasuo baron goto children of gan nen
mono the first year men honolulu bishop museum press 1968 membership
records waipio
kaipio branch northern hawaii district LDS church archives As there are
birth are only approximate in addidiscrepancies across different sources the years of
ofbirth
tion there was another child who died in infancy
131
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